Fuze + Google

Cloud communications and collaboration tools are rapidly gaining adoption in the enterprise. In a world where the workforce is adapting to more flexible work cultures, schedules and remote locations, there is a greater need for productivity tools and services to work better together.

Fuze has integrated with Google to create a seamless flow that enables Fuze users to use telephony, conferencing, video, and modern group chat from their Google applications. By combining the power of Fuze and Google, Fuze is able to increase workforce productivity, reduce application fatigue, and deliver a world class, intuitive user experience.

Fuze Web provides Fuze users with all the rich functionality of Fuze Desktop experience directly from a Chrome browser, Chromebook, or Pixelbook with no downloads or plugins.

Fuze Web enables users with:

- Modern one-to-one and group messaging with presence status
- Full HD Video and audio conferencing
- Content upload and desktop sharing
- Preferred device dialing with click-to-call
Fuze for Google Calendar enables one-click scheduling of Fuze Meetings from within Google Calendar. Directly from Google Calendar, you can:

- Schedule Fuze Meetings with a single click
- Join a Fuze Meeting
- Select your Fuze Meeting type
- Edit Fuze Meeting settings

Fuze for Chrome allows users to call any phone number displayed on a Chrome web page. Google Chrome users can simply click on any phone number to make a call or use the dial pad on the Fuze Chrome extension. With Fuze for Chrome, there is no need to leave the browser when making a call.

Fuze Desktop Presence with Google Calendar enables a Google Calendar user to automatically reflect a Fuze presence status based on his or her Google Calendar schedule. Contacts always know if you’re available or in a meeting.

Fuze Desktop with Google Contacts ensures all corporate and personal contacts managed in Fuze Desktop are kept in sync with primary contact sources in Google Contacts. Users can search, call, chat, or even start a video meeting with any Google Contacts directly from Fuze.